Scientist Facebook Project
The purpose of the project is to create a Fake Facebook page on a scientist. You will have
computer time to complete the research and construction of the pages. Use this sheet to
complete your research before you begin constructing the page and finding pictures. You
should use the PowerPoint template that is on Edmodo. You may turn it in electronically or on
paper. While you are working on your page save your information! Upon completion of the
page, please save it using your first name initial, last name and the word “fakebook” (i.e.
gbakerfakebook).
Create a Facebook page for a scientist using the following guidelines:
o Name of historical figure at the top of the page
o 1 Profile Picture of your historical figure

•

o Information Corner/Basic Information
 Network
 Birthday
 Political Affiliation
 Religion
 Hometown
 Year of death (and age at death) OR if still alive current age
 Country he/she was born in
 Where did they do their work
 One sentence about why they are famous (usually their biggest
accomplishment)
 Their accomplishments in YOUR OWN WORDS- 3-5 complete sentences
 A fact that you found interesting about the scientist OR a quote by that
person
 1-2 additional pictures of your scientist
 A picture and brief description of what they worked on.
 Where they went to school/college
 Family Information (husband/wife, children, parents, siblings)

Are there any museums or other places named after your scientist? Where is it?


o Friends



6 pictures of people that are/would be friends with your figure
Did this scientist work with another scientist? Who was it and what did they do?

o Wall
 6 significant facts written as updates
• These facts need to highlight important events that your person is
famous for. Each update must be about a separate event and dates
must be included.
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•

What else was happening in history during the time the scientist was
doing their work (Ex- WWII)

o Comments
 Each update should have a minimum of 1 comment from a friend of or
someone associated with your person.
 Did this scientist work with another scientist? Who was it and what did they
do?
o Personal information (3
minimum)
 Activities
 Interests
 Favorite Music
 Favorite Movies
 Favorite TV Shows
 Favorite Books
 Your choice

o Contact information (you may
need to make this up)
 Address:
 Phone Number:
 Email address
o Photos (5 minimum)
o Albums (2 minimum)
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Scientist List Sign up
1. Charles Darwin

21. Stephen Hawking

2. Alexander Fleming

22. Galileo Galilei

3. Walter Lewis

23. Benjamin Franklin

4. Ernest McCulloch

24. George Ohm

5. David Suzuki

25. Christian Doppler

6. Charles Best

26. Alessandro Volta

7. James Watson

27. Thomas Edison

8. Dmitri Mendeleev

28. Nicola Tesla

9. J.J. Thomson

29. Michal Farady

10. Amedeo Avogadro

30. Alexander Graham Bell

11. Marie Curie

31. George Washington Carver

12. John Dalton

32. Johannes Kepler

13. Robert Boyle

33. Sir Humphrey Davy

14. Henri Le Chatelier

34. Louis Pasteur

15. Aristotle

35. Robert Koch

16. Willard Boyle

36. Sir Alexander Fleming

17. Arthur Schawlow

37. Jonas Salk

18. Joseph Bombardier

38. Rosalind Franklin

19. Albert Einstein

39. J. Robert Oppenheimer

20. Sir Isaac Newton

40. Ernest Rutherford
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Name, Birth
date, Year
of death and age at death or if
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they are still living their age.

Status: Fact/trivia or Quote from Scientist

PROFILE
Born (place):
Schooling/College:
Place of Work:

News Feed:
Friend’
s
picture

Family:

Occupations:

Comment from Friend as to why Scientist
is famous or if they didn’t have a partner
just put another picture of scientist along
with reason for why they are famous

Comment
about
what else
when
Post a picture
of this
scientist
workwas
andhappening
write a description
he/she was famous:

Picture of their work

Message: From you telling about this scientist‘s
accomplishments (3-5 complete sentences)

Message: Tell about a scientist partner this
person worked with and/or any museums or
places named after him.

